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Executive Summary
Welcome to the 3rd edition of the Global Female 
Leaders Outlook. This edition sees greater 
participation from Kuwait's female leaders, and 
we are grateful for the invaluable and specific 
insights they have provided. 

The COVID-19 pandemic is the defining global 
crisis of our time. Compared with previous crises, 
COVID-19 has the potential to ignite more 
persistent change, not only in our personal lives 
(home working and schooling) but also in 
business-related areas (digital transformation and 
communication) as well as the public space 
(governmental involvement and regulation).

Another salient feature that makes this crisis 
so extraordinary is the disproportional effect 
it is having on women. School and nursery 
closures, for example, have increased 
pressure on women around the world. 

They predominantly have had to bear the 
burden of organizing and caring for families 

while working from home. 

This effect was seen in the 2020 labor force 
statistics which showed the percentage of females 
in the workforce in Kuwait continue its decline and 
dip below 25% for the first time since 2006*.   
Despite this dip, Kuwait remains No1. in the GCC 
region and No.4 in the MENA region in terms of 
the percentage of females in the workforce; this at 
least brings hope for the future. 

When we decided to produce another Global 
Female Leaders Outlook, it quickly became 
apparent that there may be specific implications 
from the pandemic for female business leaders. 

However, contrary to many analysts' opinions, our 
respondents are less pessimistic about COVID-
19's impact on women. Our respondents believe 
that the crisis may create new opportunities for 
women due to improved digital communication, 
technology advances, and changes in stakeholder 
expectations. Our female leaders are also 
encouraging inclusiveness and diversity in the 
workforce as they see this as a critical factor in 
retaining the workforce. 

Karen Watts
Partner and Head of Risk
KPMG in Kuwait

Throughout this document, “we”, “us” and “our” refers to KPMG and Management Circle. 
  
KPMG refers to the global organization or to one or more of the member firms of KPMG International Limited (“KPMG 
International”),  
each of which is a separate legal entity. KPMG International Limited is a private English company limited by guarantee and 
does not provide services to clients. For more detail about our structure please visit: home.kpmg/governance.

I would like to thank the female leaders featured in 
this edition for taking out time from their schedules 
to provide their insights on:

• The impact of Covid-19;

• The recovery plan for their businesses and 
sectors; and

• The measures they are taking to inspire 
diversity and inclusiveness in the workplace. 

I hope you enjoy reading the interviews  and are 
inspired by the findings of the Global Female 
Leaders Outlook 2021 .

Source: World Bank and The Global Economy

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SL.TLF.TOTL.FE.ZS?locations=KW
https://www.theglobaleconomy.com/rankings/Labor_force_percent_female/MENA/
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Key findings

Female leaders are embracing  
changes related to COVID-19 and 
are realistic about what the new 
reality holds for their organizations

Female leaders say making a  
positive impact on the world is  
a top motivator 

Female leaders assess  
COVID-19 as a potential equalizer  
for gender equality

80 % have seen the digital transfor mation of their  
businesses accelerating during the pandemic. 

81 % expect the crisis to affect their business for  
two years or more.

48 % say their potential talent pool has increased.

53 % select securing long-term customer relationships  
as the most important measure to deal with the effect of 
the crisis.

Climate change and gender inequality were the top two 
issues female leaders named as areas where they feel 
pressure from their stakeholders to act.

42 % say sustainability issues/activities to reduce 
climate change will be even more important for strategic 
decisions post COVID-19.

58 % say they want to lock in sustainability and climate 
change gains made as a result of the crisis, while 48 per-
cent say their response to the pandemic has caused their 
focus to shift toward the ‘S’ in ESG.

42 % agree that measures their company has taken 
recently to fight discrimination and racism are powerful.

New digital communication and collaboration tools  
enable working from anywhere, which may help with  
work and life balance of female leaders.

59 % of female managers believe their personal  
communication with employees has improved  
during the crisis.

41 % do not think the crisis will influence their  
next career step.

41 % think that progress on diversity and inclusion  
won’t slow down after the pandemic.

51 % of respondents say they live in truly equal  
family structures.
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Embracing change, yet being realistic  
about the new reality 

Growth

The economic impact of COVID-19 has already led to a 
sharp downturn in growth in many countries. As a result, 
analysts all over the world expect long-lasting negative 
impacts on the global economy with some industries being 
more affected than others. In this environment, 
governments all over the world are trying to counter any 
negative economic consequences with financial and 
regulatory measures.

When considering growth over the next three years, Global 
Female Leaders appear to be optimistic. In fact, more  
than half (58 percent) of respondents remain confident or 
very confident about their company’s growth prospects.

Respondents were less bullish about the global economy, 
however, with 46 percent expecting negative growth rates 
and just 29 percent saying they are confident or very 
confident about growth.

Growth prospects for
the global economy

Growth prospects for
your company

Very confident Confident Neutral

Not very confident Not at all confident
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Figure 1:  
In terms of growth prospects, please indicate your level of confidence in the following over the next three years.

Figure 2:  
What is your organization’s earnings outlook over the next 
three years?

Figure 3: 
How do you expect your organization’s headcount to 
change over the next three years?

When asked about revenues, almost half (47 percent) of the 
Global Female Leaders said their company has the potential 
to exceed 2.5 percent in revenue growth, while 19 percent 
expect their organization’s earnings to increase anywhere 
between 0.01 and 2.5 percent. Conversely, 25 percent said 
they expect negative growth rates, up from the just five 
percent who gave this response in 2019.

Regarding growth in headcount, we have a more 
fragmented picture. While 24 percent of Global Female 
Leaders say head count will stay the same, 36 percent 
expect growth and 41 percent expect shrinkage. Last year, 
only  
27 percent of participants expected fewer employees in a 
3-year forecast.

Source: KPMG International, 2020. Figures in percent,  

rounding differences possible

Source: KPMG International, 2020. Figures in percent,  

rounding differences possible

Source: KPMG International, 2020. Figures in percent,  

rounding differences possible
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Having been appointed the first Kuwaiti female 
head of risk, it’s safe to say that risk 
management has come a long way.  

As far as our bank is concerned, we have 
never faced any issues.  Women are born to 
be a leader and caring as they do in the family.

Banks were working in the front line during 
the lockdown. As a leader, how did you 
manage to keep your team motivated? 

The COVID19 pandemic was a challenge that 
the whole world was not prepared for. The 
main obstacle we faced as a team was having 
to adapt to working from home and in some 
cases, working from overseas. Within no time, 
we had organized secure remote access for all 
members of the team, and I was very proud of 
how quickly we had adjusted to our new 
normal, all while continuing to deliver a high 
standard of service for our customers. 

Throughout the pandemic I lead by example, 
prioritizing the staff’s mental and physical 
health as well as ensuring I was able to be 
contacted for support all day. With regards to 
motivating the team I chose to lean on my 
maternal instincts and caring nature to uphold 
our morale. 

It was important to recognize that these were 
a unique set of circumstances that we were 
collectively experiencing for the first time. 
Moreover, this pandemic was affecting 
everyone in very different ways and by being 
understanding of that, we were all able to 
support each other and get through it together.

The requirements of banking customers 
have changed drastically over the years. 
What does the future of banking look like?

Banking is been an ever-evolving industry, 
which we all saw first-hand with how quickly 
we had adapted to working remotely without 
any hindrance to the quality of service offered. 

Customers will be looking for the easiest and 
fastest options available, which could result in 
somewhat diminished brand loyalty as well as 
some major competition between banks and 
the main beneficiary would be customer. 

How does Ahli United Bank promote 
diversity and inclusiveness in the 
workplace? 

At Ahli United Bank, we focus on the 
individual’s experience and ability, rather than 
their gender or background.

This appointment system has allowed us to 
cultivate a more inclusive and diverse culture 
at AUB that focuses on high quality services 
and productivity. 

This diverse culture is reflected throughout 
AUB’s structure, from bank clerks to senior 
management. In our case many of the Senior 
positions are held by females and we are 
seeing a healthy work culture. 

What do you think needs to change for the 
banking sector to attract more female 
leaders? 

Today there are many women in Kuwait 
leading the banking sector, compared to 30 
years ago when that was a rare occurrence. 

We need to continue to encourage more 
women to push boundaries within banking and 
apply to any and all positions that interest 
them.  As a sector we should place further 
emphasis on continuing to diversify the 
workforce to reflect our communities in order 
to continue to make strides and progress as an 
Industry. 

The pandemic has opened up the 
opportunity for all banks to focus on 
digitalization, which, in my opinion, is 
the future of banking. Becoming fully 
digital will require the development of a 
vast amount of infrastructure, which is 
already underway.

Najat Mohd Saleh,  
Head of Risk Management, 
Ahli United Bank

The impact of 
Covid-19  
on banking

Talk to us a little about your journey as Head 
of Risk Management in the banking sector, 
which has been traditionally male dominant. 

Over the course of my career, which spans 30 
years, I have had the privilege to both witness 
and be a part of the paradigm shift in leadership 
and banking. Throughout the years I have 
worked in a diverse range of departments and 
positions both locally and internationally with 
the intention of garnering a varied skillset as 
well as well-rounded market knowledge. As 
bank risk management has evolved to 
encompass and focus on more recent concepts 
such as cyber security and cyber terrorism, it 
has also evolved and progressed to include a 
diverse group of professionals.

During my early days in the risk department, you 
would rarely see women on the teams. What 
drew me to risk management was how complex 
and challenging the work was, the gender 
disparity presenting as its own added set of 
challenges. 



Figure 4:  
To what extent do you agree with the following statements about the digital economy?

Digital economy and e-commerce companies
will be winners in the COVID-19 crisis

During the crisis our business model has enabled
 us to easily change to/focus on digital business

The COVID-19 crisis has accelerated many of our
 digital transformation projects

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

53 1234 1

53 1921 7

48 1532 5

Strongly agree Agree Neither agree 
nor disagree

Disagree Strongly disagree

Making a positive impact 

Sustainability

ESG issues (environmental, social and governance) are 
becoming increasingly relevant for all stakeholders. In 
response, many companies are realigning their business 
strategies toward a more sustainable and climate-friendly 
approach. Unfortunately, the pandemic has led many 
companies to deprioritize their sustainability goals in order 
to deal with the more pressing consequences of the crisis. 

Nonetheless, 42 percent of Global Female Leaders believe 
that activities aimed at combating climate change will be of 

Abbildung Q-VI-22
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45
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4

Don‘t know

These factors will be 
even more important 
for strategic decisions

These factors will 
be still important for 
strategic decisions

These factors will
lose relevance

Figure 5: 
Will sustainability issues and activities to reduce effects of 
climate change be as important post COVID-19?

Figure 6: 
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following 
statements about your focus on ESG (environmental, social 
and governance) during the pandemic?

Our response to the
pandemic has caused 

our focus to shift 
towards the social com-

ponent of our ESG program

Governance issues
have become even

more important during
the pandemic

We want to lock in the
sustainability and climate

change gains we have
made as a result of

the crisis
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Digital economy

A significant majority (80 percent) of Global Female Leaders 
state that their company’s digital transformation projects 
have been accelerated in response to the crisis. In addition, 
many respondents confirmed that their organization’s 
business model enabled them to better adapt. 

The latter consideration is of importance, as cost reduction 
is often seen as one of the most effective means for 
companies to manage the immediate impact of the crisis. 
However, reducing investment in essential projects, such  
as digitalization and innovation, could be a very short-term 
strategy, especially as 87 percent of Global Female Leaders 
agree that companies operating and thriving in the digital 
economy will be the true winners against the backdrop of 
the crisis. 

In a post-COVID world, business leaders will also be 
expected to give greater importance to the voice of their 
customers. The growing e-commerce sector and the 
diffusion of digital communication tools and social media 
has led to customers using their voice more than ever 
before, influencing brand developments or even entire 
business strategies. 

84 percent of our respondents believe that protecting 
customer data is one of the most important responsibilities 
that organizations need to assume in order to further grow 
their customer base. 

Source: KPMG International, 2020. Figures in percent,  

rounding differences possible

even greater importance in the post-COVID-19 era. While 
another 45 percent expect the topic to remain as relevant  
as before, only four percent think it will decrease in im - 
portance. Therefore, ESG issues are likely to become more 
relevant with time, with governmental issues being the 
most relevant in times of crisis (according to 70 percent  
of participants). Overall, most respondents (58 percent)  
said they hope to lock in sustainability and climate change 
gains made as a result of the crisis.

Source: KPMG International, 2020. Figures in percent,  

rounding differences possible

Source: KPMG International, 2020. Figures in percent,  

rounding differences possible
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“While we’re witnessing a bit of a pullback with respect to ESG 
initiatives globally this year, the data suggests this is a result  
of the COVID-19 pandemic rather than a long-term deprioritizing of 
these issues with businesses. The results provide ample evidence 
that once the urgency around the pandemic response begins to fade, 
we can expect to see a strong resurgence in the  
corporate focus on ESG-related priorities.”

In contrast, when it comes to what characterizes a truly 
resilient company, female leaders have a common 
understanding. Indeed, 85 percent believe that adapting 
quickly  
to the changing business environment is the best way of 
dealing with disruption in an uncertain business climate.

Figure 8:  
Dealing with disruption: In an uncertain business climate, a 
truly resilient business is one that above all...
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Shifting stakeholder orientation and customer expectations

New stakeholder values and expectations are emerging as 
the main drivers for change. It appears that our new 
working reality will be characterized, more than ever before, 
by embracing new environmental, social and governmental 
(ESG) components. 

One of the clear findings from this survey is the need for 
companies to live up to the expectations of all stakeholders, 
not only shareholders. In fact, 90 percent of the 
respondents said they agree or strongly agree with this 
statement.

Strengthening resilience and purpose

Our results indicate that Global Female Leaders follow a 
clear strategy in order to consolidate their organization's 
growth and to ensure its survival.

Nine in ten (92 percent) of respondents say they agree or 
strongly agree that their company needs to improve inno-
vation processes and execution.

Survey participants appear divided over the question of 
whether their company is successful in linking its growth 
strategy to a wider societal purpose. While 42 percent of 
Global Female Leaders admit this is a challenge they are 
currently facing, 33 percent disagree or strongly disagree 
that this is a challenge for their company. One quarter of  
the respondents (25 percent) remain indifferent toward the 
topic.

Figure 7:  
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following 
statements about your organization's survival/growth?
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Source: KPMG International, 2020. Figures in percent,  

rounding differences possible

Figure 9:  
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following 
statements about your organization's survival/growth?
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We need to live up to
the expectations of all
our stakeholders, not
only our shareholders
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Jane Lawrie  
Global Head of Corporate Affairs, KPMG.

Source: KPMG International, 2020. Figures in percent,  

rounding differences possible

Source: KPMG International, 2020. Figures in percent,  

rounding differences possible
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A stakeholder-oriented strategy has also proven useful for 
Global Female Leaders in coping with the negative effects 
of the pandemic. Accordingly, apart from focusing on 
securing liquidity (48 percent), most respondents choose to 
take measures toward the following coping factors:

–  securing long-term customer relationships (53 percent)

–  keeping key staff on board (44 percent)

–  communicating intensively with all stakeholders (36 percent)

Figure 11:  
Which measures are/have been most important to you in dealing with the effect of the COVID-19 crisis?
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This shift from shareholder to stakeholder value is also 
reflected in the following findings:

–  43 percent of respondents feel pressure from stake-
holders to take action to address climate change

–  39 percent believe there is a request to act on gender 
equality 

–  31 percent think stakeholders expect them to act on the 
issue of job losses due to new automation technologies

Figure 10:  
Considering the following global challenges, to what extent do you feel pressure from employees, customers and other 
stakeholders to take action to address these issues?
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Source: KPMG International, 2020. Figures in percent,  

rounding differences possible

Another perspective –  
KPMG 2020 CEO Outlook COVID-19 Special Edition

Earlier this year, CEOs said their organizations have  
a larger role to play in society. Nearly two-thirds (65 
percent) of CEOs said that the public is looking to busi- 
nesses to fill the void on societal challenges and three 
quarters (76 percent) agreed that as leaders they are 
personally responsible for change on societal issues.
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Riham Al Ayyar, 
CEO and Founder  
Philosophy Brand & Marketing Consultancy

The impact of 
Covid-19 on media 
& advertising

What has been the impact of COVID-19 on 
the media industry in Kuwait? 

I believe that due to COVID-19, the media 
industry has experienced varied effects. While 
there is a drop in demand for production and 
events, there definitely has been a surge in 
demand for online content. With more people 
staying home, the need for high turnaround 
news and content is apparent. More and more 
businesses want to be seen online. 

Do you see companies investing in 
advertising the way they did earlier or is 
there a shift in the consumer requirements?  

It has become more important than ever that 
businesses invest in their online presence, be it 
on social media, search, own their website or 
sell their services and products via their app. 

While anything categorized under travel and 
tourism has stopped or slowed, retail and F&B, 
with Kuwait being a consumer’s market, are 
showing recovery and the demand for these 
services persists. 

These businesses are turning their attention for 
increasing visibility through digital means. The 
demand for these digital solutions has meant 
that the media industry evolves and keeps 
delivering. 

Do you think the recovery from COVID-19 will 
happen in the next 1-2 years or will it take 
longer?

I truly think and hope and pray that it all ends 
this year. Sometimes life hits us with 
unexpected things and in order to keep our 
pace, we need to shift our perspective and 

re-arrange our priorities. But that doesn’t mean 
we stop aiming big. No, we aim even bigger 
because in life no matter what hits, you only 
get to leave your mark once. 

Do you think the pandemic has affected 
career opportunities for females? If yes, 
how?

I personally never thought anything or anyone 
restricted my opportunities. I focused on doing 
what I had to, irrespective of the situation I 
faced. I think that women are built stronger and 
hardships inspire us to do better. 

Talking about the pandemic affecting 
opportunities for females, I don’t think that is 
true because the pandemic affected both 
males and females equally. However, with the 
uplift in the market, new opportunities are 
arising for everyone to take advantage of.  

How do you promote gender diversity and 
equality in your organization?

I never truly thought about that because to me 
it comes as second nature, I guess. I don’t look 
at it as promoting, but I like encouraging young 
females to work as interns or part-timers, and I 
make sure to tailor their working hours 
according to their schedule. 

I believe this will inspire them to feel and build 
that career and live the life they aspire for. I 
want them to become independent – I guess 
that is how I am promoting it.  



The growing importance of the workforce is a trend that  
will continue for years to come. In fact, some developments 
can already be seen in this area. For instance, the increase 
in remote working has led to top managers striving for a 
trust-oriented, rather than a control-based, leadership style. 
As employees play an increasingly important role in realizing 
a company’s digitalization strategy, attracting and retaining 
the right people will pose a key challenge for some 
industries from a mid- to long-term perspective. 

Figure 13:  
Which of the following would you rate as most effective to raise employee satisfaction?
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In addition to the remuneration aspect, new incentive 
systems must be introduced to attract and retain the  
best people. To overcome this challenge, Global Female 
Leaders rate the following incentives to be the most relevant: 

–  good work-life balance (50 percent)

–  positive team atmosphere (48 percent)

–  time flexibility (48 percent) 

–  a meaningful and purposeful work environment  
(33 percent)

Source: KPMG International, 2020. Figures in percent,  

rounding differences possible

COVID-19: a potential  
equalizer for gender equality

Evolving working world

From the perspective of Global Female Leaders, the most 
important change to come from the crisis is the increased 
use of digital communication and collaboration tools. In fact, 
97 percent of respondents say they want to contribute to this 
digital development. Additionally, 59 percent of the female 
managers believe that their personal communication with 
employees has improved during the crisis.

Half of the respondents believe that the talent pool has 
gotten bigger due to the flexibility that remote working  
can offer. Indeed, 65 percent of the Global Female Leaders 
agree or strongly agree with the statement that remote 
working has caused their company to make significant 
changes to policy to enable this emerging work culture. In 
the wake of the rise of remote working, 59 percent of 
respondents expect a reduction in bricks and mortar office 
space.

Figure 12:  
Thinking about impacts that the pandemic has on the world of work, please state whether you agree or disagree with the 
following statements.
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The first three factors obtained an almost similarly high 
rating from the respondents. These factors provide an 
outlook on the new working world from both an employer 
and employee perspective. While ’positive team 
atmosphere’, the highest-ranked incentive of 2019, remains 
quite high on the 2020 list, ’meaningful and purposeful work 
environment’ has been pushed into the background and 
replaced by ’good work-life balance’ and ’time flexibility’. 
These elements are essential for female leaders, as they 
reconcile family and professional life. 

Figure 14
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Figure 14:  
What are your personal strengths as a leader (that will help you overcome the COVID-19-crisis)?

The overall results highlight a development that last year’s 
survey already indicated, which is that traditional, 
entrenched incentives, such as ’taking on a leadership role’, 
’additional team bonus equally split’ or ’out-of-the-box 
experience’ are losing their significance. 

Retaining the existing workforce, as well as recruiting the 
next generations of employees is forcing companies to adapt 
and adhere to these fundamental changes in expectations.

“In an environment where talent risk is a top 
priority for CEOs, inclusion and diversity will have a 
significant positive influence on the success of 
companies and economies alike. Leaders who 
understand this and who are able to drive flexibility, 
build inclusive cultures and embed a purpose-led 
environment in the post- 
pandemic world will be more attractive to top 
female talent and provide their organizations with a 
powerful compe titive advantage.”

Personal implications

When asked about which personal strengths are necessary 
to overcome the COVID-19 crisis, Global Female Leaders 
agreed on similar points: being a strategic thinker – being 
visionary and innovative is top of the list (44 percent), closely 
followed by acting with a great degree of flexibility and agility 
(43 percent) and by being a team player (42 percent). Resi-
lience (39 percent) also plays an important role. All these 
strengths are essential to achieving success in the new reality.

Source: KPMG International, 2020. Figures in percent,  

rounding differences possible

Nhlamu Dlomu 
Global Head of People, KPMG 
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The Impact of 
Covid-19 on 
colleges & higher 
education Has the role of females in the family business 

changed over the years, if so, how? 

In our family, all of us are raised as equals. Ever 
since I graduated from University, I have been 
actively involved in growing our family business. 
I’m proud that more and more Kuwaiti women 
are stepping up and leading businesses within 
their families, but also as successful 
entrepreneurs in their own right. 

What are the key learnings for the education 
sector from the ongoing pandemic? How are 
you prepared for the next phase of recovery?

The key lesson that we have taken from this 
pandemic is to be adaptive and responsive 
towards change. We have embraced technology 
in ways that we haven’t before. We automate 
processes as much as we can whilst still 
maintaining the highest standards of integrity 
and fairness.   

What are steps as a leader in the education 
sector you take to stop online bullying?

We take cyberbullying very seriously and we 
have a zero tolerance policy whenever an 
instance of cyberbullying is reported. All our 
classrooms and virtual learning tools are 
monitored closely for such incidents and we 
have dedicated teams and support groups to 
investigate these issues when they arise and to 
offer help to anyone affected by it. We have 
implemented the highest security measures to 
ensure that our entire community is protected 
from external threats

Noura Ayman Boodai 
Shareholders representative  
VP for Student Affairs and Registration 
Kuwait Technical College

How has technology helped the education 
sector last year? What will be the impact of 
digitization in the education sector

Without technology, we wouldn’t have been 
able to resume any learning activities safely. I 
believe that technology is deeply embedded in 
everything we do, and that 

e-learning is not some distant possibility or a 
temporary solution for this pandemic. E-learning 
is a big part of our reality today, and it will stay 
as a core part of education even after the 
pandemic stabilizes and we ease back into the 
physical classroom.

Digitization has made a lot of positive changes 
in the education sector. At ktech, we operate 
more efficiently, and our response time is much 
faster. We have integrated technology to 
automate our admission and onboarding 
process, and this has helped our students 
transition smoothly to the e-learning experience.

How do you inspire the female youth of 
Kuwait? What advice would you give them 
for the future?

I have so much hope and optimism towards 
what the future holds for girls and women in 
Kuwait. While we still face a lot of challenges, I 
see so much potential in our Kuwaiti youth. 
They stand up for what they believe in and they 
work with passion and commitment. 

Don’t take the easy path and never settle for 
less than what you deserve. As a female leader, 
I believe in you I will do my best to pave the 
way for women like you to step up and claim 
your rightful place as a future female leader.      
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In addition to these personal strengths, motivation is an 
equally important success factor in their careers. Global 
Female Leaders not only aim for ’enabling long-term 
business success for their own company (58 percent)’, but 
also for ’making a positive impact on the world (58 percent)’. 

Figure 15:  
What motivates you the most?

Figure 16:  
Do you have a strategic plan for furthering your career?

These two motivating factors are directly followed by 
’innovating and redefining the business model (43 percent)’ 
and then by both ’having career advancements’ and  
’creating wealth for employees’ (20 percent respectively).

We also asked Global Female Leaders whether they  
follow a strategic plan to further their career. Like in 2019 
(73 percent), nearly three quarters in 2020 (71 percent) 
answered ’yes’. 

Source: KPMG International, 2020. Figures in percent,  

rounding differences possible

Source: KPMG International, 2020. Figures in percent,  

rounding differences possible

With the most common areas of responsibility being 
Strategy, Finance and Operations (see figure 16), our data 
does suggest that Global Female Leaders also strive for 
functions that enable the next step to a top management/ 
C-Level career.
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Career perspectives

Is the COVID-19 crisis a crisis for women? The pandemic 
has infiltrated their private and professional realm alike, re- 
sulting in many of them having to take on the double burden 
of coping with job and family. Especially the closing of 
schools and nurseries during lockdowns has had a nega tive 
impact on women. In addition, many of the hardest hit in- 
dustries like tourism and transportation, as well as health 
and house -hold services, are sectors that typically employ  
a greater proportion of women.

Despite these developments, a larger part of the participants 
(41 percent) believe COVID-19 will have no impact on their 
career, while a lesser number (38 percent) are unsure at the 
moment whether the crisis will affect their career and 
lesser still (21 percent) actually believe it will have any 
impact on their career at all.

Diversity and inclusion: setback or game changer

The research shows that 41 percent of Global Female 
Leaders do not expect COVID-19 to slow down progress  
on diversity and inclusion. Only around a quarter (26 per- 
cent) believe there will be a setback after the crisis.

Regarding discrimination and racism, 42 percent of 
respondents state that the measures their company has 
recently taken to tackle both issues have had a positive 
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Figure 17:  
Do you think the COVID-19 crisis will have an impact on 
your next career step?
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Progress on diversity and inclusion will slow
down after the COVID-19 crisis

The measures my company has taken 
recently in order to fight discrimination 

and racism are powerful

There is still a huge amount to do to build gender
diversity on boards and management levels
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Figure 18:  
Thinking about diversity and inclusion, to what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

impact. 

Respondents think even more needs to be done in 
supporting women to achieve greater parity in the 
workplace. In fact, 92 percent of Global Female Leaders 
admit that we  
are still a long way from gender diverse boards and 
management teams.

Source: KPMG International, 2020. Figures in percent,  

rounding differences possible

Source: KPMG International, 2020. Figures in percent,  

rounding differences possible
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Another indicator of women’s standing in the workforce 
compared to that of men is the gender pay gap. Compared 
to last year, the figures show a small change. In 2020, 
nearly half (47 percent) of respondents confirmed that their 
company has transparency regarding equal pay, compared 
to 40 percent in 2019. Nonetheless, 31 percent are in 
companies that still do not have transparency. The number 
of female leaders who did not ask for a salary comparison 
or weren’t interested in receiving one is the same in both 
years.
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Figure 19:  
Do you have transparency in your company regarding equal 
pay?

Succession arrangements also play a vital role in improving 
a company’s gender diversity. Out of all the participants in 
this year’s Global Female Leaders Outlook, more than half 
(53 percent) think their successor will also be female. Their 
job title, and whether our respondents have children or not, 
has no bearing on the results.

Figure 20
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Figure 20:  
Is your successor more likely to be male or female?

Source: KPMG International, 2020. Figures in percent,  

rounding differences possible

Source: KPMG International, 2020. Figures in percent,  

rounding differences possible

Family structures and role models

Family structures and role models are both thought to  
have a strong impact on female career development. 

73 percent of Global Female Leaders are mothers and  
83 percent of the respondents that have children have  
had a period of maternity leave. Yet, virtually all respondents 
(95 percent) carried out maternity leave duties alone, as 
their partners did not take parental leave.

Another result is the fact that today, more than half  
(51 percent) of the respondents live in a truly equal family 
structure, with a further 33 percent living in what could  
be described as a moderately equal structure.

Figure 21:  
What role models are you used to?
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This finding contrasts with what most of the Global Female 
Leaders experienced themselves as children, as most 
parental families were based on a moderately equal  
structure (37 percent) and some on a patriarchal structure 
(23 percent). Only 27 percent of Female Leaders 
experienced a truly equal family structure growing up.

Taking a closer look at the data, 78 percent of respondents 
who grew up in a patriarch-oriented family structure now 
live in a truly or at least moderately equal family structure.

Source: KPMG International, 2020. Figures in percent,  

rounding differences possible
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Conclusions

COVID-19 is an accelerator for digitalization and ignites 
change in many areas. Therefore, it could well be a 
catalyst for gender diversity, especially in the mid- to 
long-term.

With comprehensive digitalization during the crisis, access 
to relevant information or learning platforms has become 
much easier. This might enable more women around the 
world to get access to education and further professional 
development and thus, increase their economic power. 
Another aspect is that many governments seem to 
acknowledge the importance of diversity to economic 
success, for example, the Spanish government has set up a 
decree that com panies must pay men and women equally. 
This measure was implemented to fight recession during the 
crisis based on the assumption that equal pay will increase 
total GDP. 

 
The new reality will be shaped by altered stakeholder 
expectations, resulting in companies aligning their 
business success to a greater degree with their approach 
to sustainability, higher engagement in social res pon-
sibility (for employees, customers and business part - 
ners) but as well in governance aspects.

In a truly challenging environment acting with purpose, 
creating a positive team atmosphere and leading with a 
sustainable approach to business will be new success 
factors. In addition, our comprehensively digitalized world 
will be built on networks, communities and interfaces in  
the virtual but also in the real world. The same holds true  
for strong communication skills and a partnership-oriented 
approach to doing business, which are areas where many 
female leaders excel.

New technology and innovation will be the drivers  
for wealth and growth. As many new technologies  
are still in their infancy and have only recently become  
a priority for most companies, it is a good time to 
become involved and help shape the future. 

AI and Automation will be important topics in the years to 
come. However, there is yet another technology to keep  
an eye on – blockchain. It has the potential to become the 
guardian of trust in the digital and AI age, especially in the 
fields of governance and security. Be open to new techno-
logy and, rather than being afraid of it, see it as an 
opportunity and a chance to shine. 

 
Global Female Leaders do not expect the pandemic  
to have a strong negative impact on their careers.

If the recession is not weathered by some of the larger 
global economies next year, the crisis will deepen, which 
historically often results in large scale job loses – not only  
for women. Thus, stay vigilant and analyze the situation 
regularly. There will undoubtably be new opportunities 
presenting themselves to those with their finger on the 
pulse of developments. Think outside of the box - new 
career prospects might be on the horizon in the environ-
mental, social and governmental spheres. Indeed, women 
are on the frontline of many of these developments. 

New digital communication & collaboration tools 
support the ability to combine business and family.

Do take advantage of all the possibilities afforded by new 
communication and collaboration tools - but do not hide at 
home. Be visible in or out of the office. Find your way to 
balance remote and physical work. In addition, invest in your 
internal and external networks. Keep in mind that geographic 
and time borders mean very little in the digital world where 
remote working is becoming the norm. Make yourself 
visible – physical as well as virtual.

 
Female role models might lead to the needed cultural 
change in the mid- to long-term.

Female heads of state like Jacinda Ardern, Prime Minister  
of New Zealand, and Sanna Marin, Prime Minister of 
Finland, have coped well with the crisis, resulting in 
relatively low numbers of casualties in their countries. It is not 
only these female leaders in politics, we are also seeing more 
and more in business as well. All of them are very visible  
as role models for generations to come. Support gender 
equality wherever necessary but especially in your own 
company. There probably are processes and structures that 
can be adjusted there to foster inclusion and diversity. 
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Methodology

The online survey covers 675 female leaders from  
52 countries and was conducted between September  
and October, 2020. 44 percent of the respondents  
come from companies that have more than US $500M  
in annual revenue.

Demographics

Figure 24:  
What is your job title?

Figure 26:  
What is your current area of responsibility?

Figure 25:  
What were your organization's revenues (in US dollars) in its 
most recent fiscal year?
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Figure 22:  
Do you have children?

Figure 23:  
Have you been on maternity leave?
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